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Case study – a Slovenian wood processing company Mizarstvo
Ornik as good practice of using the raw wooden material for the 

new wooden products
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Circle Economy in Furniture Sector in EU

Circular economy interventions have the potential to foster 
the European furniture industry, with repair, refurbishment 

and remanufacture allowing value recovery, economic 
growth and job creation, while saving on resources and the 

environment.

Businesses and consumers discard 10 million tones of 
furniture in EU Member States each year, the majority of which 
is destined for either landfill or incineration. There is minimal 
activity in higher-value circular resource flows, with 
remanufacturing accounting for less than 2% of the EU 
manufacturing turnover.

Barriers to a circular furniture sector range from low quality 
materials, limited logistical infrastructure, poor demand for 
recycled materials to a wider range identified through the course of 
this research, informed through stakeholder consultation and 
literature review.



Wood as a perfect renewable material 

- The wood is the natural and alive material. It can be used
for different purposes and product with the 100% of
renewability and reusable possibility.

- Wood is an natural material with the unique natural
structure, surface, colour and smell.

- It‘s have a perfect mechanical and construction
characteristics.



Circularity in resources/raw materials
For the wooden product, elements or interior with an old look
and natural design, there are different possibilities to use
already used wood.
Old Barns, bulidings build of wood

Rafters and ceiling joints from roof construction



The Renewable solutions in Furniture sector

• Reusing the existing bult-in wood (wooden buildings, roofs & rafters, old 
furniture) for the new elements.
• Wooden waste material as the raw material for the energy - heating in the 

industry and home (new products as pellets, briquets...)
• Raw material for processing in the new different products (paper, 

packaging material…)
• Insulation alternatives, for Example: Wood fibre natural insulations, wood 

mix with recycled insulation material (Blow-in Cellulose insulation).
• Wood „Chips“: for different outside using as the Paths, gardening, 

decoration, flooring…



Case study: Mizarstvo Ornik
Mizarstvo Ornik is a small company specialised in furniture made 
of old/used wood and other raw materials. The company using 
the wood that is old more than 100 years, some pieces are even 
more than 500 years old. 
With demolishing old wooden barns we used the old material for 
new products. In our production we are oriented in circular 
economy and zero waste production. With pellets machine, all the 
dust and wood cut outs are turned into a fire briquettes or pellets.



Wooden Product made of old Wood or reused
wood material – Ornik Production

Wooden wall cladings
Wooden boxes



Masive Wooden doors



Interior equipment









Possible future developments in furniture industry

- „No waste“ production in the process of woodworking.

- Combining different materials with raw wood material to develop a 
new wooden product 

- Making the special wooden products with an emphasis on bigger 
historical value.

- Challenge to reuse wood several times for different purposes J


